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ABSTRACT
This research paper is centered on the shift of mother tongue in the two villages of Dir Kohistan. The language under study is Kohistani language; the mother tongue of Dir Kohistani people. The researchers illustrate that the marriage pattern, non-intergenerational transmission and attitude of the people toward their mother tongue have been played key role in the process of language shift in the area.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gawri and Bashkari both are historical names. They can be found in the Vedas (Rgveda), and in the work of Panini (late 5th or early 4th century BC) and other Indian sources. In 327 or 326 BC, the Gauraioi (also called Gretai). In the work of Ptolemy (c. 150 AD), this region near the Swat river is called Goryaia (schwartzberg, 1992). Bashkar, Bloch (1965) highlights that it is a relic of the Vedas and “no doubt the same as that of the school, which preserved the Rgveda.” The native speakers of this language called him Kohistani but actually those people who lived in the plain area used Kohistani for the people who lived in the mountainous area of Dir (Biddulph, 1971). Very recently, the name Gawri has gained some popularity among those who associated with Kalam cultural society, which was founded in Kalam in 1996(zaman, 1996). The name Gawri is more specific than Kohistani (there are several other languages that are also commonly called Kohistani) and more succinct than Kalam and Dir Kohistani or just Kalam Kohistani (a defect of the latter is that it excludes Dir Kohistan). Moreover, the name Gawri appeals to these people because of its old historical roots. However, in this research paper the researchers will use Kohistani to denote the pre-dominant language of Dir Kohistan.

Historical Background
Long ago, Gawri speaking people lived in the more fertile parts of Dir. Mahmud of Ghazni conquered this area in the 11th century A.D and the Gawri speaking people who were the original inhabitants of the area was forced to leave the area. Thus, they went to the remote and mountainous parts of the Panjkora valley i.e. Dir Kohistan and from here some groups of Gawri speaking people passed over across the mountains and settled in the Utrot, Kalam, and Ushu valleys what is now Swat, and some stayed in the upper Panjkora valley i.e. Dir Kohistan. In the 14th century, the yusufzai Pathans invaded and capture the lower parts of swat and Dir many Pathans who were settled there went toward the mountainous areas of Swat and Dir. History shows that in 15th century Pashto language enter to this area. Due to the influence of these Muslim immigrants, the Kalam and Dir Kohistanis converted to Islam, probably in the 15th or 16th centuries.

Thus, Kohistani language enters to the area from Dir side and spread towards kalam and other adjoining areas of northern Parts of Khyber pakhtoon khwaLanguage Shift Studies

Language shift occurs in bilingual or multilingual community due to several factors such as bilingualism, migration, economic and social factors, political factors demographic factors and attitude of speakers toward their mother tongue. The language shift usually occurs in bilingual or multilingual community. As Fishman (1991:1) states that the shift and desertion of a language start when its speech community don’t transmit it to the next generation or their language is threatened by this. It is clear that language shift can be seen by the less of users of the native language and it become less using in the next generation.
Language shift according to Fasold, (1984) refers to change in languages use among community of speakers such as when a community starts to use one language in a domain in which its members had previously used another language.

According to Weinreich (1968) language shift is the change of the native language habitually. This shift according to Crystal (1997) is a gradual or sudden move from one language to another. According to Romain (2000) language shift becomes possible when there is a competition of two languages in a community.

Whereas, Holmes (2001) says that language shift is a process in which one language takes the place of another in a speech community. It refers to the shift of a weak language to a dominant language. Language shift occurs when many speech communities of certain language have chosen another language instead of their mother tongue. This phenomenon generally was found in the younger generation. Conklin & Lourie (1983) mention that the use of mainstream language first starts in the public domains, which are restricted for that language and then moves toward the family interaction.

According to Holmes(2001:65)the less domain of language use the more potential language shift occur, vice versa the more domain of language use ,the more potential language maintain. The ongoing language shift also can be seen when the usage of the dominant language in the family domain becomes unavoidable. Language shift is different from language change .Language shift is a move from certain language in the domain to another dominant language while language change is the manner in which the phonetics, morphological, sementice and other features of language are modified over time. From the above definitions, it becomes clear that language shift is a phenomenon by which a minority language in a speech community is replaced or shifts to a dominant language. When the usage of dominant language becomes dominant in every domain and this is a signed of language shift and desertion. Family domain is the last defense against the influence of the language of wider society.

Language shift inducing factors

Several factors motivate language shift however, the most fundamental is the bilingualism and the pattern of marriage. Fasold (1984) states that bilingualism can ultimately lead to language shift in a community and often become a leading force in intergenerational switching of the language. Grieson says that is the marriage pattern of these people of minority language which induces language shift. Along with bilingualism and marriage, many other factors are responsible for language shift. They are migration, social factors, economic factors, political factors, demographic factors and attitude and value factor. Those factors are described in the following sub heading

Marriages Pattern

It is intercultural marriage or different ethnic marriage. This is also supported by Romaine (1995) that extent of exogamous marriage is a factor of language shift. Mother tends to influence language change to her children. The pattern of marriages is one of the common motivating factors for language shift. When in a community most of the people marry with wives, whose languages are different, thus the death of mainstream language in that house start. It is one of the most important shift-inducing factors in village Patrak and Barikot. The people of patrak and Barikot prefer to marry with Pashto speaking wives while the people of other four villages prefer to marry within their own community. According to the research participants the Pashto speaking wives are more developed and educated as compared to Kohistani speaking wives, thus an educated wife takes better care of children. This change have been started with some “pioneer” “who first marry with Pashto speaking wives, after it with passage of time more and more people follow them and in this mixed family children speak the language of their mother rather than the language of their father.

Many Kohistani families even the influential families of Kohistan such as that of Malik Abdul ahad khan(late) of Patrak, the head of Sultamanoor family in Patrak and Malik Juma kKhant(late) of Barikot, the head of Kakes Khel family in Barikot have intercultural marriage i.e., married with Pashtoon wives and their next generation replaced the Kohistani language with Pashto

Bilingualism

Weinrich (1968:1) gives the shortest definition of bilingualism “the practice of alternatively using two languages will be called bilingualism”. Wigglesworth (2007) also considered bilingualism as the alternative use of two or more languages by the same individual. It can be concluded that bilingualism is the usage of two languages equally in order to communicate with other people alternatively. Bilingualism is always a necessary precursor of language shift.
Bilingualism also happens in Dir Kohistan. The dominant language in this case is Pashto language that replaced the use of Kohistani language. Pashto language primarily used in the education and now becomes the language of everyday conversation and expands into family and friendship domain.

**Demographic Factors**

According to Holmes (2001), there are three demographic factors which are relevant in motivating or accelerating language shift such as urbanization. Urbanization tends to make language shift more faster. Improved roads, buses, TV, telephone, internet are the agents of language shift. Radio broadcasting is the only means of information and it is entirely in the Pashto language, so the new generation of Kohistani language especially that of Patrak and Barikot is totally shifts towards Pashto. Rapidly modernizing societies are undergoing language shift from a vernacular language to an official or language use in the wider societies.

**Migration**

The potential factor for Language shift that occurs among vernaculars in Kohistan is related to migration that encourages the use of language of wider society and the consequent loss in proficiency in the mother tongue. Many people who come from other areas to Kohistan and settle there they also become a possible cause in language shifting in Dir Kohistan and those people who migrate from Kohistan to other settle area of Khyber Pakhtoon kKhawa and their school going children even do not maintain their mother tongue.

**Social and economic Factor**

The social and economic needs of a person in a community is very important for speeding of language shift and maintenance. As Holmes (2001) states that “obtaining work is the most obvious economic reason for learning another language”. Owing to economic value of Pashto language as the language of wider society and traders coming from outer areas are mostly the pPashtoons, so the people slowly shift from Kohistani to Pashto.

Furthermore, Holmes (2001) also states that the shift of a language occurs when people of a community think that the learning of second language is very necessary for success. The same is the case with Kohistani language.

Moreover, no attempt is made to safeguard their own mother tongue and they developed a hatred for their own mother tongue, which is really a potential factor for language shift and desertion.

According to Romain (2000), many factors are responsible for language shift for example government policies concerning vernacular language and education. Pashto language is the means of instruction in almost all educational institutions, political campaign. There is also lack of commitment to develop Kohistani language as a media of communication.

**Attitudes and Values**

Attitude and values are also crucial factors influencing language shift. Holmes (2000) points out, some aspects contribute to language shift; not highly valued of the language, and language is not seen as the symbol of ethnic identity. He also assumes that positive attitudes of speakers support language maintenance while negative attitude accelerates language shift.

Language is an important marker of ethnic identity; ethnic identity is the way in which the expression through a particular language attachment to language is as strong as people regard of themselves as social group. When the group describes its language as useless and silly then the group had no need to learn finally, the ethnic group does not use its mother tongue in variety of domains and shift to the language which they considered prestigious in society.

Consequently, when speakers are more loyal to their mother tongue than there are less chance of language shift while weaker loyalty of the speakers with a language becomes cause of language shifts of that particular language.

The researcher observes that many Kohistani (Patrak and Barikot) speakers feel ashamed of being Kohistani. They are less aware of efforts for maintaining of their mother tongue by learning and using it in communication, responding to the interview that is conducted by researcher, young kKohistani said proudly that I could not speak Kohistani language. They are ashamed of their own mother tongue.

In conclusion, seven factors are used to analyze the Kohistani language shift. Firstly, bilingualism: the language of wider society in the family domain replaces the vernacular. Secondly, demographic; the use of living in the urban, the
influence of Television, Radio, and intercultural marriages, the third factor, is migration or the monolingual speaker becomes bilinguals as the result of contact group in the community. The fourth, is economic factor, in order to find job or be a professional. Fourthly, social factor people choose the dominant language to make them easily to fit in the society. Next factor is political factor; there is a force from friends, teacher, and people in public service to speak, the dominant language. The last factor is the value and attitude; people are not valued their vernacular. Due to dominancy of the Pashto language the Kohistani is being affected very negatively.

The Kohistani situation

Fishman (1965) says that family domain is the last defense of a language and from this is derived the language choice and preference of a speech community, whether language is maintained or shifted. It is the family domain, which helps us to know about the motivation and inclination of a speech community toward their language. Family domain also predicts about the future of a language. If a language is maintained in the home and it is a medium of communication among the family members, then, it is likely to move on to the next generation as well. Speaking one’s native language in the family domain serves as the last defense against the influence of a dominating and powerful language. Research from the United States, Australia and Canada proves that the languages that are spoken in the family domain are likely to be maintained and transmitted to the next generation (Clyne, 2001). The most important and dominant theme regarding home language reveals that apart from one, all of the research participants from research site speak Pashto language in their homes. No one uses Kohistani language for communication in the entire village of Patrak. In Barikot village of Kohistan only a few families use Kohistani language in their home for day-to-day conversation.

After analyzing, the responses of the research participants from the selected area reveal that Kohistani is not the medium of communication in their homes. In the words of Sherin, a research participant, [I am a Kohistani, my four father were Kohistani but I don’t know Kohistani, I know only a few words according to my knowledge I never here Kohistani language conversation in my home]

When I asked how can say you that I am Kohistani if you don’t know Kohistani language. He replied in very sorrowful mood, [We careless people have forgotten our own language, culture and ritual.]

The very first person reveals the fact that language is the repository of customs and culture. He gets no chance to speak Kohistani because no one speaks this language in the entire village of Patrak [If anyone knows Kohistani with whom he speaks because no one speaks in Kohistani, our elder know Kohistani but it is no more in daily use.

Another research participant Banoo said that, [We are Kohistani but only our grandfather know Kohistani language we don’t speak Kohistani in our home because our mother is belong to Pashto community]

[My grandmother and grandfather spoke in Kohistani from I learnt some words from him]. She categorically mentions the reason of their native language lost in their home, she told, [It is due to marriage with Pashtoon girls that the language of our forefather is no more in our home]
During my interview from the participants I asked one of the oldest person of the area about Kohistani language he said,

[Let me not bother you, myson, about our Native Kohistani language but new generation feel ashamed of their own language and culture].

Ferman another research participant from Barikot area said that,

[This is neither a language of books nor medium of expression which is used for wider conversation in other contexts]

about local culture and customs one participant told that,

[Where is the time, when there used to be music, drum beating in wedding, they are no more as time has changed even language and culture have changed]

From the above views of the research participants, we came into conclusion that Kohistani language is no more in use in Patrak village of Kohistan. It totally shifts toward Pashto in the family domain too. The shift of language is quite visible and it is not a positive indicator for the future of Kohistani language because the family domain is the last defense for the maintenance of a language. a language is considered from the suppression of powerful languages when it is maintained in the family domain. Along with language local culture, costume of traditional music and traditional way of life has been washed out with language shift.

Kohistani language. In whole village of Patrak, no one use Kohistani language for their communication even elders of the village stopped its speaking and their children stop its learning, they don’t considered it their mother tongue. There are uncertainties about the future of Kohistani language.

**Socio-economic Status of Kohistani Language**

It becomes clear from the responses of the research participants that Kohistani language has a very weak economic position as compared to Pashto, due to this reason the native speaker do not want to transfer it to their next generation. They preferred the use of Pashto language as medium of communication in their family. Some of the research participants believed that without written shape and books, the Kohistani language has no value in society. Some said that there is no reason to learn a language, which has no books and no prestige in the wider society. They strongly support that Pashto should be the medium of communication because the majority of people in pakhtoon khwa uses this language for communication.

The above discussion clearly reveals and highlights that the people of Patrak and Barikot considered Kohistani language very powerless and stagnant. They were of the opinion that Kohistani language is not a valuable language; it is a main hurdle in the way of development. They told that those who leave this language become developed and modern and those who are still using this language are ledge behind.

This theme highlights the standing value of Kohistani language in the society. The people of the selected areas do not want to maintain the language. Some of them believed that it is impossible for them to maintain Kohistani language because most of our children do not want to speak it in a social gathering.

**Medium of Instruction**

The medium of instruction in educational institutions play a pivotal role in the survival and maintenance of a native language. As Skutnabb- Kangas (2001) clearly states, “Languages are today being murdered faster than ever before in human history … the media and the educational systems are the most important direct agents in language murder.”
Most the participants considered English, Urdu and Pashto better for the bright future of their children; they are in favor of English as a medium of instruction across Pakistan

In the words of Asad:

(7) نو مونیږ به سه کری وو چی په کوهستانو زیږه سه علم نه وووو ده خبرو کون

زرهیه اواداسی سوخو دایه

[There is no books in Kohistani language,nor a medium of instruction in school it is only a medium of communication like animal communication Kohistani language was also limited to Kohistan as modern education enter to this area this language also deserted by people]

The above view clearly highlights one of the main cause and factor of minority language shift in Pakistan .The government gave no attention toward this side, if these minority languages are included in the curriculum for local people, it can be saved from dying away. Linda (2005) conducted same type of study, in her study she wants to explore whether there is language shift and desertion in Paraguay among Mennonites. During her study, she focused on the role of parents and school in the process of language shift and desertion in Paraguay. The outcome of her research is that the parents’ wanted to raise their next generation in Spanish because for them Spanish was a valuable language as compared to their native language. Apart from this she also highlight that as the younger generation moving away from their native language they also move from their history ,tradition and values. The survival of culture and traditions is closely related with maintenance of native language (Hume, 1998).

Apart from educational institutions, mass media also plays key role in the maintenance and shift of a language. The shift of a language is controld, if the information is broadcast in it. Through mass media a specific language can be encouraged and its desertion can be controld. Many regional and minority languages such as Quinchua and Shuar in Ecuador have been maintain through mass media by broadcasting program in these language through radio and television (Iñiguez and Guerrero (1993) as mentioned in Lenk, 2007)

Kohistani language has no books, no alphabets, and no written shape in any form so its survival in this scenario is impossible. (Aziz, 2002)

**Intergenerational Language Transmission**

According to Fishman (1991:113) “without intergenerational mother tongue transmission ….no language maintenance is possible” the expert of UNESCO also considered intergenerational language transmission a key factor in language endangerment and death. They say that a language should be considered endangered if it is not transmitted to the next generation.

The interpretation of the collected data highlights that there is no intergenerational transmission in Patrak and Barikot area of Dir Kohistan. The people of the selected areas have very weak affiliation with their language. They were totally shifts from Kohistani language toward Pashto; even some of them do not considered Kohistani language as their native language. A language is on its way to death and extinction if it is not passed on to the next generation as a lack of intergenerational language transmission triggers and accelerates the process of language shift and language desertion.

The research participants of this research work are not in favors of Kohistani language when it comes to transferring the language to the future generation as they do not want to transfer their native language to next generation even some of them don’t considere it their mother tongue. Asad says

(8) دا مونیږ مورنی. زیږه ده مونیږ به سه پیدا شوی یو نو مونیږ دا. 

زیږه نه ده اوریلین.

[How can this be our mother tongue, as we have not heared it sense our birth]

In terms of intergenerational language transmission Bano says,

(9) زیږه په کور کینی سوه کوهستانو نه وا. مونیږ تول پیدا وی او. همیشه مونیږ خل بچو ده دو کوهستانو ویلینه دو ویلین.
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In our home no one speak Kohistani language, we always speak Pashto we never preach our children to speak Kohistani

According to sardar,

[Kohistani was the language of our ancestor but not our mother tongue our mother was from Pashtoon family due to this reason we do not know Kohistani]

The same idea echoes in shezad’s response,

[Our grandfather was kohistani while our grandmother belongs to doag dara and she was from Pashto family due to this reason our father also do not know this language and we also do not know a word of this language.]

The language practices and language preference of the selected research participants of selected areas of Dir Kohistan in term of intergenerational transmission and homes language shows that situation of Kohistani language in these areas of Dir Kohistan is severely endanger. It is limited only to grandparental group the new generation are totally shifted toward Pashto they are no more in position to considered Kohistani as their mother tongue

About this Sardar expressed his opinion in the following line.

[No one had spoken this language with us, how we can accept it our native language, if you asked from me about it future our children do not know even a single words of it]

The negative attitude of the family members of the selected research participants raises serious concern and accelerates language shift in the area.

Usage of Language in Formal and Informal Setting

The outcome of the finding highlights that the Kohistani people in the selected area do not use kohistani language in informal domain. It is not their home language and they do not use it for internal communication in the family gathering.

It either is mosque, madrasa or school we never use kohistani language for our communication. Either female or male gathering we never use kohistani for communication, about this sardar share his thought in the following words;

[In our whole village people speak Pashto if either in bazaar, in mosqueur in place of playing, upto now we never speak kohistani in school all the shopkeeper are pashtoon they don’t know kohistani. In Barikot area a family use kohistani intheir family domain but in they don’t use it while shopping.]

Asad echo his opinion in the following words;

[if we speak it in home still no one speak it in bazaar so why we also left it speaking]

During a general discussion in a public gathering the researcher, observed the following openions of the people about Kohistani language in the area of patrak.

[Forget about Kohistani language, world become modern, you are still speaking about Kohistani language, hell on Kohistani you cannot speak it in a social setting because it is just like beating of drums.]
The above views of participants highlight the negative attitude of the people towards their native language. In village Patrak and Barikot, no one uses Kohistani language in both formal and informal setting. The researcher did not observe the usage of kohistani language throughout his fieldwork. Nevertheless, most of them voted in favor of using Pashto in the formal domains while declaring it the language of educated and refined people. They feel proud of themselves to shift from kohistani to Pashto.

Following Fishman’s proposition, Greenfield (1972) stated in his research work about the Rican community in New York City that Spanish language is still dominant medium of communication among the community members and in the home while English is use in informal domain.

Parasher (1980) conducted similar study in India and confirmed that most of the people in India use their native language in informal domain, whereas they use English as a medium of instruction as well as for official works.

The above opinions of the research participants also highlight the fact that Kohistani language is no longer in formal as well as informal setting. According to Fishman when the usage of a language ends in formal and informal domain, it becomes severely endangered language. Thus, Kohistani language in Patrak and Barikot areas of Dir Kohistan is not only shifted but is also severely endanger.

Factors and Start of this Shift

Language shift and language death are interrelated; in most of the cases language shift leads to language death (cf. Campbell 1994: 1960ff.). When the phenomenon of language shift lasts for long period of time and covers the whole community, then the minority language banish from the surface of earth with the passage of time. There are some additional factors for the assessment of endangered and shift affected languages, through these factors a meaningful statement can be given about the death and endangerment of a language. All these factors are closely related to each other. These factors are the social and economic environment of the speakers, their marriage practices, their educational level, their religious affiliation, their settlement patterns and many others. Through these factors, one can assess the speaker’s inclination and internal value system about the language. If the majority of people in the community have positive attitude toward their native language and use it for all most all communication purpose than it is a positive signed for the development and maintenance of a language. It is the attitude of the speaker that decides to maintain the language or to shift toward another language (cf. Winter 1993: 313ff.). The Kohistani people in village Patrak and Barikot have shared their views about the start of language shift in their areas and said that it is the marriages of these people with pashtoon wives and the arrival of the pashtoon that play a crucial role in language shift in the area.

It is one of the most important shift-inducing factors in both these villages. The people of patrak and Barikot prefer to marry with Pashto speaking wives, while the people of other four villages such like Beyar, Kalkot, Lamotia and Thal prefer to marry within their own community. According to the research participants, the Pashto speaking wives are more developed and educated as compared to kohistani speaking wives thus an educated wife takes better care of children.

This shift of language has started with some “pioneer “who first marry with Pashto speaking wives. After that with passage of time more and more people follow them and in this mixed family children speak the language of their mother rather than the language of their father.

About the Kohistani language shift the research participant have the same opinions Sherin share his view in the following manner;

(۶۱) په کومه ورڅ چي اولني پښتنه دي علاقي ته راغله په هغه ورڅ ده کوهستانو ختميده شروع  شول

[When first pashtoon enter to this area the shifting of this language started on that day]

Fahime expressed his opinion in the following words:

(۷۱) چي ده کوهستانو کور ته پښتنه خو خمه ورڅ ده کوهستانو ختميده شروع شول پښتنه ته گړه خپل بچي ته پښتو ویبل،خونه به هم خو

خپل به پښتو ویبل په دغه تریفه کولی چې ته او بیا ده کلی نه ختمه شوه

[Kohistani man married pashtoon woman the decline of this language started, because the Pashtoon mother converse with their children in Pashto not in Kohistani the husband also speak Pashtoo with their wife so through this way the Kohistani language come to an end first in our home and than from our village]
One of the oldest and most influential people of the area express his opinion about the drastic situation of Kohistani language in his village in the following words:

[18] ژموئی په علاقوه یو پښتون همنه وو. اتقو ده دوی زیبی خلق وو بنو بیا ده سوئیته بیا چی یو چینه نه او به چینه نه تجارت ده پاره زمینه و پاره دی خلق زموئی چی یو خلیق جنگی ورکر. پس کوهستان که خووندونه خهنه که.

[First there was no Pashtoon in our area, we all were monolingual but with passage of time people from different areas such like Swat, Bajaur and Doag dara come to this area for the purposes of trade and forming and settle here, our boys like the girls of these Pashtoon people because of their beauty and they married with these Pashtoon girls and due these Pashtoon wives Kohistani language died away in our home as well as in our village.]

The shopkeeper of Patrak village echo about this shift in the following manner

[19] چا هم دا زیبی یار علاقه کنی نه پخندیه

[No one knows this language out of our area.]

Fahim says that,

[20] چی خلق

[When people become educated so they left this language. In Dir Kohistan the people of Patrak and Barikt are more educated in whole Kohistan so why in both these villages this language become shift]

In the light of above interview from the participants of the selected area, it is reveal that the shift of language from both of these villages is due to social, economical and as well as political reason.

Biddulph (1880:158) stated that the main factor, which accelerates language shift, is bilingualism. In his research work, he argues that first the monolingual communities become bilingual and with passage of time totally they shift toward the language of wider society and cease to speak their native language. He gives the example of Dard tribes of Swat and Kooner where people speak Pashto along with their local language. Meanwhile with passage of time the people of these areas considered their own language worthless and preferred to use Pashto for their daily communication and conversations. These languages have no books and written literature thus fall into disuse and die away.

**Future of Kohistani**

The research participants have different views about the future of Kohistani language. Some said that its future is dark because of its weak position and some are optimistic and said that government needs to take some measure for the survival and maintenance of this language. Some of the elder of the area expressed their wish to see it being promoted in different domains of life for its bright future. They strongly underlined the importance of giving attention toward this alarming situation of Kohistani language. In 1980s, in many West African countries, it was required for the government “employees to be able to comprehend, read, speak and write at least one local language” actually this initiative was took for the promotion and empowerment of regional languages by being making them attractive (Karan, 2008)

Shezad believe that it is imperative to promote Kohistani language in different domains for its survival. He says:

[21] ژموئی ده قوم مشترکانه ته یکدا چی راجمی شی او خلیق زیبی ده باره سه و کنیتی بنو خونه ته یو کوم چی دا زیبی به ژوندی شی

[It is necessary for our elder to take some positive measure for re-birth of their language, but I think that the new generation cannot learn it because its learning is more difficult for them than learning English]

Fahim, which belong to Barikot village, express the same view.

[22] اوحکومیتی ژموئی کارداری نه دی زیبی چی خووندو که دوی پاره ژموئی پورته کیمي کیمي ته ناوندو ژموئی

[It is necessary for our elder to take some positive measure for re-birth of their language, but I think that the new generation cannot learn it because its learning is more difficult for them than learning English]

Fahim, which belong to Barikot village, express the same view.
[I think Kohistani language in our village is die away it is the mistake Both of our elder as well as young generation, only the people of upper Kohistan villages maintain their language.]

All the participants from both villages have the different views about the future of Kohistani language. The people of Barikot are still hopeful because the shift of language is not on a large scale. Only in some families language shift has been noticed while most of the people know it but do not use as a vehicle of communication. While in Patrak area, 0.2% people know Kohistani language but no one uses it in his or her home for daily conversation. The people of Patrak have no hope about the revitalization of the language in the area.

Figure 4.1: Percentage of people who only know Kohistani language in Barikot area on the basis of their ages

Figure 4.2: Percentage of people who only know Kohistani language in Patrak area on the basis of their age
CONCLUSION

The analysis and interpretation of data revealed that Kohistani language in the selected area is totally shift to Pashto language. In Patrak village, the researcher cannot find only a single family which speak Kohistani language in their home. While the researcher noticed some families in Barikot area who still speak Kohistani language in their home in spite of strong opposition of Pashto language. It has been stated in the second chapter of this work that there are two major families or tribes in Barikot area and these tribes in the turn divided into sub-section. The researcher noticed language shift in Berya kheel while kaches kheel still maintain their language.

There are divers’ opinions about the maintenance of Kohistani language. Some of the participants wish to maintain their native language particularly the old people, while the younger generation does not considere it important, as they no longer see its future in the area. They thought that one day this language would die away from whole Kohistan because there is no planning for its maintenance and revival. The people of Patrak and Barikot considered it only a part of their cultural heritage, but their daily communications are not in Kohistani language. Due this negative attitude, Kohistani language become an archaic, stagnant and consciously deserted language in village Patrak and Barikot areas of Dir Kohistan.
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